THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
LOSES AND YOU WIN
Lawsuit blows the doors off the Vaccine Scam
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Suspicions abounded that HHS was

Where was the Congressional account-

you inspect. And the Department of

not in compliance with demands from

ability? How did this gross oversight slide

which was charged with critical

hood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986. As many

concerned about the safety of the outra-

Human Health and Services (HHS),

vaccine-safety obligations as part of the
“deal” for passage of the National Child-

hood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986, has been

recently exposed as negligent for literally
decades, resulting in the injury and death

of scores of innocent children. Blind trust,
gross negligence, probably even crimi-

nal neglect, plus lack of Congressional

Congress regarding the National Childknow, the 1986 Act granted legal immunity to pharmaceutical companies for in-

juries caused by their vaccines. Congress
therefore charged the Secretary of HHS

with the task, with accountability by docu-

mentation in biennial vaccine safety reports,
to assure vaccine safety.

On August 25, 2017, ICAN filed a Free-

oversight, have led to zero vaccine-safe-

dom of Information Act (FOIA) request

more than thirty years since the 1986 Act’s

ennial reports that HHS was required to

ty studies having been conducted in the
passage

Last May 2017, Informed Consent Ac-

tion Network (ICAN) Founder, Del Bigtree,
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., and others similarly
concerned about vaccine safety met with

the Counselor to the Secretary of Health

and Human Services (HHS), and representatives of the National Institute of Health,

the Center for Disease Control, and Food
and the Drug Administration in a White

with HHS, demanding copies of the bisubmit to Congress starting in 1988, re-

ports that showed the improvements it

made every two years to vaccine safety.

children by one year of age. Instead, the

Department focuses on increasing vac-

cine exposure; and for the last 30 years, in
dereliction of its clear duty under of the
1986 Act, it has failed to conduct the prop-

er science required to document vaccine
safety and submitted no vaccine-safety
reports to Congress. Instead, the HHS’
focus has been in the National Injury Vac-

cine Compensation Program, defending
the government against valid claims that
vaccines cause harm.

On July 6, 2018, U.S. District Court

Judge Jesse M. Furman signed and Stip-

suit to compel compliance. Conversely,

lawsuit after ICAN and its counsel, Robert

ICAN’s request resulted in the FOIA law-

HHS spent billions of dollars promoting
vaccine use all while the cautionary aspect of their task withered on the vine.

The fact is that HHS was never in

compliance. Not a single biennial report

task of assuring vaccine safety in biennial

vaccine safety. HHS defied the law; and

reports and the resultant negligence.

geous number of vaccine doses given to

Eight months of refusal by HHS to fulfill

House-arranged meeting that exposed

HHS’ extreme disregard for its delegated

by for so many years? HHS is clearly un-

was ever filed with Congress detailing
it could not have cared less.
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ulation and Order dismissing the ICAN
F. Kennedy, Jr., obtained the relief sought
in ICAN’s lawsuit against HHS to force a

substantive response to its original FOIA
request. Having obtained that response

only after pushing HHS’ nose to the
grindstone, ICAN and others may take

the next steps to protecting all of us from
unsafe vaccines.
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